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ABSTRACT
Do you ever wonder how to create a report with weighted averages, or one that displays the last day of
the month by default? Do you want to take advantage of the one-click, relative-time calculations available
in SAS® Visual Analytics, or learn a few other creative ways to enhance your report? If your answer is
yes, then this paper is for you. We not only teach you some new tricks, but the techniques covered here
will also help you expand the way you think about SAS® Visual Analytics the next time you are challenged
to create a report.

INTRODUCTION
Even if you’re a novice SAS® Visual Analytics user, this paper is for you. SAS® Visual Analytics 7.3
contains a great number of built-in features that can simplify the need for worrying about calculations
before data is brought into SAS® Visual Analytics. However, many times, users are either unaware of the
techniques and operators available to them, or, are not taking advantage of their full potential. We feel
that the best way to educate users is to share our experiences in the form of tips and tricks. Many of
these tips involve calculations and operators, from one about calculating a weighted average to one that’s
as simple as right-clicking your mouse. We feel that we have included something for every SAS® Visual
Analytics user. We hope you’ll agree.

FIRST AND LAST OPERATORS
You’re probably familiar with the operators that are available for use in both calculated items and
aggregated measures. The simple ones (sum, division, etc.) get used often, but we are going to point out
two operators that can really help out with some of the more complex calculations involving measures
and date items. The First and Last operators can be found in the expression builder for aggregated
measures, under Aggregated (advanced), as shown in Display 1:

Display 1. The Aggregated Measure Expression Builder
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To illustrate how First works, we’ve created a simple table with dates and inventory amounts:

Display 2. Table Containing Dates and Inventory Numbers

Note that these dates and inventory amounts are not in any particular order. When we work with the First
operator, we need to have at least one measure in our data. In our case, we have Inventory. We then need
a sequence item. Date is perfect for this because it has a natural sequence to it. You could use any date,
datetime, or numerical data value here that provides an order to the rows or observations. Finally, we have
the option to include or exclude missing items and also to select _ByGroup_ or _ForAll_:

Display 3. First Calculation
Let’s work on calculating a few new items to make sense of what we’re seeing here. Since we’re
interested in seeing inventory on a monthly basis, for both the beginning and the end of each month, we
first need to make sure that we isolate the months out of the Date variable. This can easily be done by
changing the format to: MMYYYY:

Display 4. Format Change to MMYYYY
Then, we’re ready to create the aggregated measures for the inventory on the first and last of each
month. Here’s how we do this: we select New Aggregated Measure, give it a name, and assign the
following variables to it:
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Display 5. First Calculation Using Inventory Variable

We do the same for the Last operator:

Display 6. Last Calculation Using Inventory Variable

We change the format to Numeric, which gives us the following crosstab with each month, the inventory
on the first date logged of the month, and the inventory on the last date logged of the month.

Display 7. First and Last Results

The First and Last operators are particularly useful for when there is no clear pattern in the sequencing
variable/item. Though it would normally be difficult to figure out the first and last days from just the data,
these operators make this a breeze. First and Last inventory is just one of the many examples that can be
used here. First and Last can also be used to identify and calculate account balances, weather data,
patient and attendee volumes, traffic data, and passengers, among many other applications.

PARSE AND FORMAT OPERATORS
Two other operators that we find tremendously useful are Parse and Format. You can use both of these
when working with calculated items. According to Google, the word “Parse” is defined as:
verb
analyze (a sentence) into its parts and describe their syntactic roles
noun
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Computing: an act of or the result obtained by parsing a string or a text.
This is exactly what SAS® Visual Analytics does with Parse: it’s used to break down a string so that it can
be interpreted as the format that you set it to. You can find the Parse operator in the Calculated Item
expression builder under Text (simple):

Display 8. Parse Operator
As you can see above, a text string and format have to be specified in order to use Parse. Let’s look at a
basic example. As you may know, you can change measures to categories, but not the other way around
in SAS® Visual Analytics. The Parse operator can do this for us in one simple step. Let’s look at the data
we’re using for this example. Note that this is not the entire data set, but a sample:

Display 9. Data Set Sample
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The Inventory variable came in as a category instead of a measure. Though the Inventory column looks
fine on the surface, we really need it to be numeric so that we can perform calculations on it. We open up
a new calculated item expression window and create the following:

Display 10. Parse Calculation with Inventory Variable

By dragging in the Inventory variable and selecting the desired format, we can now use the newly
calculated Inventory_parsed for numeric calculations.
In our second example, we want our report user to be able to pick a historical date to filter the report by.
We could take advantage of parameters along with the Parse function to filter the date. For the report
user to provide a date, we need both a text input box and a parameter assigned to that text box. Our
parameter is a character type without a current value. We added this to the top of our report (which really
only contains a list table at this point):

Display 11. List Table with Parameterized Text Box
Next we’ll create our filter:
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Display 12. User Data Input Filter

We use the Choose Date parameter as the input string for the Parse operator. We find ANYDTDTE9. to
be a nice and generic date format to use. The BetweenInclusive operator enables the user to pick any
date between the start and end dates. This results in the correct rows being returned when the user
inputs a date into the text input box:

Display 13. Results Filtered by User Input

The Format function does the opposite of Parse and returns a string instead. This is especially useful
when we’re working with dates that we need to convert into strings for display purposes. We’ve used the
same data as we used in the Parse example above to convert Target Date from a Date with Month Name
format into a WEEKDATX29. format.

We start with a new calculated item and select the Format function. We then drag in the Target Date
variable and apply the WEEKDATX29. format, as shown in Display 14:
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Display 14. Format Target Date Calculation

This results in a new calculated item that we can then use in a visualization. The big advantage we have
here is that we’re not just looking at dates, months, and years, but also at the weekdays that match up
with these target dates:

Display 15. Final Result

As you can see, Parse and Format come in handy in many cases. We also see these operators used
quite a bit when dates need to be used as parameters. You can use Format to populate a dropdown with
dates and Parse to take the selected value back to a date used in an expression. An example of this is
when the user wants to display the dates before and after a selected date, or wants to put the current
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month and the same month last year side by side in a Crosstab or List table. When it comes to dates,
these operators can be used any time you’re looking to use a month / date that is not exactly the selected
month / date. It’s a great way to make reports more flexible.

WEIGHTED AVERAGE CALCULATION
SAS® Visual Analytics provides several built-in calculations, including averages and medians. When you
click on a measure in either the Explorer or Designer, you can change the aggregation to “Average” by
clicking on the “Value” next to the “Aggregation” property and changing it to “Average.” In addition, you
can calculate the average by creating an aggregated measure and then selecting the “Avg” operator
under “Aggregated (simple).” Both of these examples are shown in Display 16:

Display 16. Automatic Average Calculation

Display 17. Average Calculation through Aggregated Measure

Now what if you want to calculate a weighted average? The more common calculation of average is the
arithmetic mean, which assumes that each data point has an equal weight. As we’ve seen above, SAS®
Visual Analytics can easily calculate this. Unlike the arithmetic mean, the weighted average takes into
account the fact that some data points contribute more to the average than others. The calculations make
use of relative weights that are assigned to each data point.
A weighted average is often used in Finance. One example is determining the number of shares
outstanding in an organization. To get an accurate picture of these shares, the weighted average number
of shares can be calculated by taking the number of outstanding shares and multiplying the portion of the
reporting period covered. When you do this to each portion and sum the total, you obtain the final
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weighted average of shares. The downside of not using weighted averages is that otherwise, only the
starting or ending number of shares for the year would be counted.
In another example, many universities use a weighted average for calculating grades and GPAs. Many
colleges put more weight on core classes than those not required for a major or concentration. A
weighted average can reveal a more accurate GPA, focusing on those grades that matter most.
In a few easy steps, the weighted average can also be calculated in SAS® Visual Analytics. Here’s how
this works. First, if you’re interested in the weighted average in the first place, your data will likely have a
column that represents some kind of weight, and a column that represents a value of something. These
two columns are required in order to complete a weighted average calculation. We’ve included our 9 rows
of data to show you a very simple example that you can follow along with:

Display 18. Value and Weight Table

1. You can choose to import your data using SAS Visual Data Builder, or load it into SAS LASR
Analytic Server through the SAS Visual Analytics Administrator. Once your data has been loaded,
open up a new Exploration window and select “New Calculated Item” under the “Data” menu
item, as shown in Display 19:

Display 19. New Calculated Item
2. Call your new Calculated Item “Weighted Value.” This new item will be calculated by multiplying
your values by your weights, as shown in Display 20:
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Display 20. Weighted Value Calculation

3. You are now ready to create the weighted average. Create a new aggregated measure, using the
same menu as you used in Step 1. Divide the sum of weighted values by the sum of weights
using the _ByGroup_ options. Rename the measure to “Weighted Average”:

Display 21. Weighted Average Calculation
Want to test your results? Simply drag Weighted Average into a crosstab to check your numbers. If you
want to break down this calculation even more, you could create the sum of weighted values and the sum
of weights as separate aggregated measures as well.

CLICKING THE RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON
Have you ever right-clicked on a measure in SAS® Visual Analytics? If not, you’re in for a treat. Try rightclicking on any measures, then selecting Create, and you will unveil the following:
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Display 22. Right Mouse Button Options
The aggregated measures shown here are built into SAS® Visual Analytics so that you do not have to
create them. Simply right-click and drag them onto a visualization. Many users are aware of this
convenience, but there are additional aggregated measures available when you’re working in a crosstab.
Let’s look at a simple crosstab (either in the Explorer or Report Designer, as shown in Display 23)
containing continent, product brand, product line, order sales, marketing, and total cost information. When
we right-click on the Order Marketing Total column and then select Create and Add, we can see that in
addition to the options that we saw above, we also see that Percent of Subtotals is listed:

Display 23. Percent of Subtotals Right Mouse Button Option
Note that for the Create and Add option to be displayed, you need to click on the actual column header.
When you click on Percent of Subtotals, the following options are available:
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Display 24. Percent of Subtotals Options
Note that the Percent of row subtotal and Percent of row total options are grayed out because row totals
and subtotals may not be available, depending on how the crosstab is set up. You can choose to have
column and row totals displayed in the Properties tab of the Report Designer.
Let’s look at the simple crosstab in Display 25. Percent of Column Total and Percent of Total are the
same in this crosstab, though this is not always the case. We’ll take a look at when they are different a
little later. If we analyze Order Marketing Cost (Percent of Column Total) or Order Marketing Cost
(Percent of Total), we can see that these columns are the result of dividing the Order Marketing Cost
by the Total amount for this column, listed at the bottom of the crosstab (the 26,327,535.05 in this case).
The Order Marketing Cost (Percent of Column Subtotal) is the result of dividing the Order Marketing
Cost by the subtotal for the Product Brand. For example, when we divide the Order Marketing Cost for
North America, Novelty, Thrift, which is 195,699.45, by the Subtotal for North America, Novelty,
which is 12,180,354.91, we get approximately the 1.61%, which you find in the cell in the fifth column.
This holds true for Product Line because Product Brand is a parent level for Product Line. The
percentages at the Product Brand subtotal levels are calculated based on the Facility Continent subtotals,
and the percentages at the Facility Continent subtotals are calculated based on the Total.
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Display 25. Calculation Results in Simple Crosstab
These calculations are fairly straightforward. However, when working with a category across the top of the
crosstab, we can start to see some more differences between Percent of Column Total and Percent of
Total. In the crosstabs below, Display 26 and 27, we’re going to take a look at these metrics for North
America (Display 26) and totals for all continents (Display 27). Order Marketing Cost (Percent of Total)
is calculated by dividing the Order Marketing Cost for a particular product line and region by the Total
Order Marketing Cost for all regions, product lines, and product brands. For example, if you take the
Order Marketing Cost for Novelty, Beach, which is 2,458,531.87, by the Total Order Marketing Cost,
which is 29,940,822.90 you get approximately 8.21%. Note that we grabbed the 29,940,822.90 from
Display 27, which is part of Display 26. If you were to keep scrolling over to the right in Display 26, you
would eventually get to Display 27, which shows Totals for all continents.
Order Marketing Cost (Percent of Column Subtotal) is calculated by dividing the Order Marketing
Cost for a particular product line and region by the subtotal for that product brand. For example, if you
take the Order Marketing Cost for Novelty, Bead, which is 4,878,511.62, and divide it by the Subtotal
for Novelty, which is 12,180,354.91, you get approximately 40.05%. The big advantage of using this
calculation is that it is always in relation to a parent, which tends to work well with hierarchies.
Order Marketing Cost (Percent of Column Total) is calculated by dividing the Order Marketing Cost
for a particular product line and region by the Total of both product brands and all product lines. For
example, if you take the Order Marketing Cost for Novelty, Gift, which is 3,079,499.78 and divide it by
23,714,675.58, you get approximately 12.99%.
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Display 26. Calculation Results in Complex Crosstab

Display 27. Order Marketing Cost Percent Calculation Results
We decided to call out each of these percent calculations because these aggregated measures are
visible in the Data tab of the Report Designer, but they cannot be used in any calculations and cannot be
edited either. The Percent of Column Total and Percent of Column Subtotal can only be derived from
Crosstabs and used in Crosstabs. All calculations cannot be used to aggregate Frequency either, nor can
they be used in visualizations besides Crosstabs. Despite these limitations, they are dynamic in the sense
that they work for any parent-subgroup data structure.

CALCULATING THE LAST DAY OF THE MONTH
Many times, we have a need for the last day of the month to be included in either visualizations or simple
tables. Though it sounds simple, the last day of the month varies according to month and year. Being able
to calculate it in a consistent manner can help when figuring out inventory and account balances,
processing and due dates, and scheduling tasks.
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The last day of the month can be derived in SAS® Visual Analytics by creating a calculated item. The
entire calculation is shown in Display 28. We’ll break this down into separate components to understand
how this is done.

Display 28. Last Day of the Month Example

The concept as a whole is that given a date, you calculate the date equivalent to the first of the next
month and subtract one day. This is straight forward for any date in the months from January to
November because all you need to do is add one to the month and force the day to be one. However,
calculating the first of the next month for a date in the month of December requires some additional logic
because December of year Y would become January of year Y+1, after adding one to the month. You
could choose to solve this problem using IF-THEN-ELSE logic, but there is a more elegant and efficient
way of doing this.
Instead of simply adding one to the month, you add one to (month Mod 12). The operator Mod in this
expression returns the remainder of the division of month by 12. This means that for months less than 12,
the result of month Mod 12 is the month itself, but for months equal to 12, the result is zero. Adding one to
this result will give exactly what you want: the next month.
The sub expression that calculates the year is similar. Trunc ( Month(Date) / 12) returns zero for any
month less than 12, and returns one if month equals to 12. In other words, adding this sub expression to
Year(Date) will add one to the year whenever the month is December, which is what you need.
The DateFromMDY() function creates the date corresponding to the first of next month and the TreatAs()
functions are used to transform the date into a number, so you can subtract one day and obtain the last of
the month, and then to transform that number back into a date.
This may seem like a lot of work for a simple example, but when broken down, is actually quite easy to
create and recreate whenever needed.
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CONCLUSION
The tips and tricks outlined in this paper are just a few of the many you can find in SAS® Visual Analytics.
The more you use the product, the better you become at finding easy ways to enhance your reports. We
encourage you to share your findings with others by going to the SAS® Visual Analytics Community at
https://communities.sas.com/. We hope to find you there soon.
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